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HHerere Lies Shee Lies She 
Catherine Segada 

Who created her? 
Divinity? No. 
For the divine cannot hold her beauty. 
She is the divine. 
Her essence above all, 
The creator and destroyer. 
Providing life, 
The cuckoo and the warbler, 
The fungus and the ant, 
The tapeworm and the cow, 
The human and the Earth. 
Life cannot provide for her. 
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VVegas, Negas, Night Oneight One 
Megan Kaliszewski 

Light shines upon his face. 
The bright ivory casts a glow 
upon his alabaster skin. 
His renowned hair pushed back, 
slightly damp with perspiration. 
Sage eyes stare at a sea of people, 
all looking back in adoration. 
Alluring rosy lips part in wait. 
Night one he is adorned 
in a beaded magenta vest. 
Pastel peony flecks reflect off his 
harsh jawline, speckled with stubble. 
Anticipation rises as he ascends, 
taking his final step into the light. 



Autumn SlumberAutumn Slumber 
Desiree Reynolds 

Gentle rain pattered against the glass. 
Hues of black and brown 
coating the leaves on the ground 
mirrored his fur coat, 
as he settled into a slumber. 
He curled around himself, 
little toes touching stomach. 
He sank into the warm bedding 
as he let out a silent yawn 
resting his head into the softness. 
His breathing slowed as he drifted away; 
dreams were filled with pellets and hay. 
Whiskers twitched and brown eyes closed. 
Gentle rain slid down the glass 
fur coat reflecting the leaves outside. 
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RRed Cherryed Cherry 
Megan Siegfried 

I walked to the baseball field 
to buy a cherry snow cone 
because I miss a little girl. 

She wore her hair in lopsided 
pigtails, and had a crooked grin 
to match. Her wide, red-stained 
smile used to hide behind 
that perfect dome of shaved ice. 

It has been so long, I forget 
the quiet sound of her voice, 
but I remember summer days 
and tiny painted fingernails 
clutching a soggy, sticky cup. 

She rushed through the ice 
to find the good part: the magic, 

tongue-dying, cherry syrup. 
I remember this and dandelions 
that were laced into bracelets 
and tied around her wrists. 
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But a braided flower watch 
pushes time along just as fast 
as the real thing, and memories 
fade like butterfly tattoos 
lovingly applied with ice cubes 
to a young girl’s shoulder. 
Years ago, my shoulders lost 
their baseball season tan 
and their baby fat. But today, 
I ate a snow cone, and I missed— 
and I remembered a little girl. 
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TThe The Titus Titus Trrepidationepidation 
Marley Ramon 

Crunch. I had been walking peacefully, but much to my chagrin: I wasn’t 
alone. I paused, the walking stopped. Trick of the forest, a play on my 
already overactive imagination. Continuing on, my mood once again 
lightened. I was fine. Crunch. I am fine. Crunch. I am fine, everything 
is A-Okay. Crunch. Every other step was met with the crunch of some 
nearby leaves. A sound that wasn’t mine. A sound that appeared to be 
approaching behind me very quickly. 

“Ha-ha, very funny, Peter, you got me. Let’s all prank the new 
guy,” I swallowed nervously. Peter always owned up to his jokes; he 
liked the satisfaction of a good prank. Why wasn’t he speaking? I kept 
walking. Wouldn’t he have come forward by now? The dead person in 
the forest was always found after turning around, right? That’s what the 
forest wanted. That’s what the It usually wanted, right? “Rie? That you? 
I knew it was too good to be true, getting out of station cleanup for 
evening patrol. Jokes up guys. I’m thoroughly scared.” The crunching 
was faster, approaching me, I couldn’t bear to not see whatever it was 
anymore. I whipped around. 

“Show yourself! This isn’t funny anymore, I’d rather you just 
get this over with. I’d literally rather have a deer eat me! Wait—no, I 
wouldn’t. On second thought, um, please, don’t do that,” my voice got 
smaller with every word mushed out. I was dead, so dead. Why did I 
ever leave Arizona? 
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“Take the job, they said. It will look good on your transcripts, 
they said. If you really want a gap year work somewhere that will get you 
into a good college, maybe even help your degree. Well look where that 
got me! This is dumb. I’ve had to be outside, in the forest, alone! And 
now I’m going to die, in the forest, alone!” 

That was my voice, slightly raspy, but still my voice. As if this me 
hadn’t spoken in a while. Since its last meal probably. No, stop, I was only 
scaring myself. Those were my thoughts. But the problem was that wasn’t 
my voice. This was bad, so bad, so very, very bad. I furiously start back 
pedaling. I didn’t want to turn my back again, lest the thing be staring 
behind me. At least this way I could watch the long part of the trail. I was 
almost back. Hopefully whatever it was didn’t know how to open doors. 

“Um, please don’t eat me. I really want to not be eaten, that’s 
actually on my, um, top three things to do,” I attempted a chuckle with 
my dumb joke. Hell, I was probably more likely to be eaten like this. Wait, 
did it even eat? What if it just dragged my body off the trail, never to be 
seen again? What if I was just held motionless in a cave in the forest, for 
my entire life? Jess, I’d never even see my fish again. My radio crackled 
at my side. MY RADIO! I’d completely forgotten, I could get help, 
reinforcements, another human, anything. 

“SCHSHCSCS base tower two to all rangers, base tower two to 
all rangers. Missing person’s report north quadrant approximately, last seen 
wearing blue shorts and a navy-blue jacket. Blonde hair, green glasses, 
report in when possible. Repeat all patrolling rangers be on lookout for 
small boy wearing blue shorts and jacket, responds to name Titus. Contact 
immediately if found SCHSHCSCS,” the radio crackles again, it’s Riley. She 
isn’t part of the prank, if this even was one. I try desperately to make the 
microphone come on, but the buttons wouldn’t respond. 

     Scan to enjoy the rest of the story  or vist lumen.mercyhurst.com 
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A SkA Sky Full of Storiesy Full of Stories 
Francesca DiVincenzo 

Every night I look at the stars and close my eyes. 
Anytime I look at them, I see a beautiful world in the sky. 
But behind the beautiful world I notice a series of stories. 

In the stars, a couple gets married. 
The girl in a snow-white dress and the boy in the handsome tux. 
They look so happy, I glimpse of the love in their eyes. 
In that beautiful star you see the girl rocking an infant to sleep. 
So peaceful, the baby girl with the little bow in her hair. 
The infant comfortable in her mother’s arms without a care in 
the world. 

In another star, the wife in a black dress seconds from tears. 
A casket with an American flag over it. 
As the priest reads the eulogy, the wife kisses the wedding ring 
and dog tags. 

On another star, a five-year old with a bow in her hair 
hugs her mother tight and whispers in a small voice: 
“I’m going to miss you, Momma.” 
The teacher gestured her new student into her first day of 
kindergarten. 
The mother choked back tears and waves goodbye to her not-
so-little-girl. 
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Two years later, stained glass on the walls. 
The Priest passes her a letter, waiting until the right moment. 
With tears in her eyes she reads: 
“Dear sweetheart, 
You will never know how much I love you. 
I am so proud of you taking care of our baby girl. 
I wrote this letter the day I arrived at the base. 
The day I married you people asked me ‘are you nervous?’ 
My answer was ‘no, this is the love of my life.’ 
No matter where life takes us I will always be with you just like you will 
always be in my heart.” 

I choked back a tear and smiled that night. 
I looked back at the stars and I saw my love story again. 
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oneone’’s os ownwn 
Emma Coppolo 

smooth legs, streaked with apple blossom and sea salt; 
crisp, cold sheets stamped with concentric circles from Walmart 20 
minutes west; 
an ethereal red glow, a sunrise at dusk; 
summer’s cooling touch kisses the silence tenderly. 

why does bliss so often come from memories rather than the mo-
ments that create them? 
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VVeins of Fireins of Firee 
Aubrey May 

Orange jumpsuit escorted 
down dimly lit chambers. 
Thrown into the room, tied 
to cold metal. Fluorescents 
shine hot white above, 
last lights to be seen. Leather 
strap squeezing the arm numb, 
dark veins protruding purple 
against pale skin. Needle 
one succumbs you to darkness, 
drifting into a place of ease. 
Needle two relaxes lungs, 
the last breaths before 
death. Needle three slows 
the heart steady and calm, 
beat broken, fading into 
a deafening silence. 
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CCold, Dold, Dececonstructedonstructed 
Ash Carr 

Physics say that cold is just a lack of heat, 
but when the warm retracts 
the way god shrank back 
for creation’s sake, it’s real enough to me. 
There is no I or You without shrinking; 
there is no Us without the cold. 

In the beginning, the waning months, 
we spend our moonlight quietly. 
The orange autumn state of mind 
warms us from the inside, and I say: 
Bury me in your garden to save me for spring 
and when I sprout we’ll see the sun. 

Phase two of freezing begins with friction 
and a rare sight of truth on New Year’s Day. 
The snowplow sludge sets in for a stay 
and grey scrapes through my deluded fiction. 
Tell me: which one first went blue? 
The sky or sea? Me or you? 
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By March, the cold’s a tired friend. 
I dream in green and lean toward spring. 
My rations thin, I microdose on mattering, 
find bits of heat in memory. I should have known 
when to pack up and leave before the thaw 
revealed your damage done to mislaid roots. 

I think of winter not as one, but three acts, 
back to back, all for destruction’s sake. 
What the heat won’t tell you when it returns, 
is that the last leg of winter never ends, 
you just get big enough to hold 
the ice along with everything else. 
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EleElevvatedated 
Ashley Barletta 

God did not call on me to die on the cross for you. 
He called on me to take your body in my arms 
and kiss it, 
back and forth 
over the same lines 
until you understand what I am really saying. 
I think I finally know what Jesus meant when he said “I thirst,” 
and I get what it means to feel that way about another person. 
To really love someone so much that I listen to the song you sent me 
on repeat until I know all of the words and exactly when the key change is. 
To stay up late and write poems I’ll never show you 
because all you need to know 
is 
I love you. 
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MMy ‘77 Cy ‘77 Celicelicaa 
Jacob R. Orr 

She was assembled in June of 1977. A harmony of wheels and grease, just after Star Wars. 
She got driven lightly in the 70s, on jaunts around Los Angeles. Long hours in traffic. 
She slept throughout the early 80s, until a new owner in 1984. Two owners, actually. 
She lived in Inglewood then, going on weekend cruises. Always a different brother. 

She crashed in the early 90s, and got a fresh coat of paint. Maroon, not factory. 

She spent the 00s in a garage. Just like she did when Road Warrior was new. 
She watched the 2010s pass. Her wounds rusted away, more rust every day. 

She went on eBay in 2020. But the brothers asked for too much, no sale. 
She was on sale again in spring 2021. Still no buyer, a shame really. 
She sold at last in June of 2021. Bought by a boy from far off PA. 

She celebrated her 44th birthday on the road. A return to form. 
She left LA, where she had spent her life, never looked back. 
She passed Flagstaff on June 29. Got vapor-locked beyond. 
She turned north past St. Louis on the 31st. Almost there. 
She saw the green of the old west in August. New home. 

She has sunny Erie as her new stomping ground. 
She rocks on potholed roads where plows catch. 

She cruises in summer when roads are clear. 
She fears winter and its road salt most of all. 
She’s an awful long way from Longo Toyota. 
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StarvStarvee 
Megan Gallagher 

Starve 
Or eat it 

What do I choose? 
Eat or not to eat is the question 
Always told to finish my plate 

But also, to eat less? 
Try and lose weight 

Maybe a salad? 
I’m hungry 
But I can’t 

Can’t be satisfied 
I won’t be satisfied 

My family won’t be satisfied 
Society will never be satisfied 

It is not that easy 
I can’t choose 

Eat it or 
Starve 
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Tyler, the Creator in PatternTyler, the Creator in Pattern 

Casandra Reese 
Digital Media 
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TThe Dhe Doownfalls of Lownfalls of Loving Mving Mee 
Mairead Stewart 

My love, this ship is going down, 
do not climb aboard. 
I know I’ve done this to myself... 
I’ve spoken my truth far more than I should have, 
they have heard enough, I’ve already roared 

I am over 
I am under 
I am splattered across the nation 
I simply can’t hide my need for constant stimulation. 

I’ve been medicated since the ripe age of 6 
You will come to learn that using my faults as a personality trait has 
become a big part of my equip 
though it never seemed to land me with the right cliques. 

I crave speed, constant change, and new fascinations, 
but maybe if I can find the person to be my weighted blanket, 
I will be my best creation. 
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One minute I’ll be pissing you off on purpose, then sending 
myself on a guilt trip. 
The next thing I know, I’m plugging in the glue gun to attach 
us by the hip. 

You will catch me wrapping myself in the daydream of the 
new England wonderland. 
Structure is needed but I can’t help romanticizing the unlikely 
Hell, my very being was unplanned. 

I have a feeling my words no longer pierce you the way they 
once did. 
Losing the weight of my own phrases is only my fault. 
I promise sweetheart, I’ll lose my dependence on you and go 
off the grid. 
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HHummerummer 
Sarah Beck 

I met the unsung. 
Independent voyager, 
the sky’s flying jewel. 

Stolen pine wood, 
taken from you, 
adorning the front window. 

I peek at you there, 
sheltered by what was once yours. 
A resting place, a hunting ground. 

Ruby-throated 
flower sucker. 
The one who can fly backwards through her air. 

Envious of your metabolism. 
Quick, 
like the destruction of your habitat. 
Your name on the Red list. 

As fast as your wings, 
you disappear 
from the front porch feeder. 
Because I stole your pine. 
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DisadvDisadvantaged frantaged from Bom Birthirth 
Desiree Reynolds 

Her smile wavered slightly 
as I entered her office. 
Her eyes swept over me 
from my black heels 
to my new blouse 
and then finally 
to my coils and curls. 

Her gaze lingered on my brown eyes 
and dark skin. Anxiety swelled 
in my chest as she said firmly, 
“Sit down,” as if I were in 
the principal’s office 
instead of my job interview. 

I stayed, against my judgement, 
and felt tension fill the air. 
I needed this job. 
She asked question after question 
and stared at my hair. 
Then shook my hand again 
and said, “We’ll call you.” 

We let the lie settle between us 
as I left the cold office. 
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A PA Prrayayer to Atomer to Atom 
Elijah Goe 

Our father, 
who’s wrath hangs 
in heaven, 
hallowed be 
thy terror. 

Stand tall, 
as the old 
Gods watch 
with glee. 

No need 
for ten strikes 
to keep 
the peace. 

Bask upon 
his final gift, 
for no ark 
is left behind. 

Amen. 
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Girl CrushedGirl Crushed 
Kaci Slavinski 

May ninth 
Fifth grade 
Age eleven 

Dear diary, I have a confession to make. 
I have a crush on someone. No, it’s not on Nate. 
Her name is Shelby, she just transferred here. 
Shelby’s kinda quiet, shy, and gentle like a deer. 
Her hair’s a chocolate waterfall, flowing straight down. 
When she introduced herself, my life was turned around. 
School doesn’t seem so slow, for she resides in my head. 
Not only in school, but also when I go to bed. 
Should I tell her how I feel? 
Tomorrow, I’ll get to know her for real. 

May tenth 
Fifth grade 
Age eleven 

Dear diary, after lunch today I got to see 
Shelby resting by a gentle orchid tree. 
I promised myself I’d talk to her today; 
there I sat with her, but what do I say? 
A voice speaks in my head saying, “give her a peck 
on her strawberry glossed lips, no one would suspect.” 
I closed my eyes, moving closer to her face: 
SLAP! The painful price of invading her personal space. 
A thousand eyes crawled over my skin 
when I was called to the office so I could pay for my sin. 



AAwway to the Say to the Sea-Stacksea-Stacks 
Jacob R. Orr 

Wanderers are we,  wending from the wellspring 
to the surf and sea. 

The great-host goes  far from blood-hungry Danes, 
away from ravening foes. 

The path is polluted  by once pugnacious men; 
brought low, refuted. 

Warhorns in the wings  warn of nearby warriors 
and warlike things. 

Trees, older than our terror,  look on with tired faces. 
Trees, ignorant of their error. 

If only the bark-skins knew  of the boundless peace, 
granted by marching sinew. 

For though our constant forging  appears to be folly, 
the death-beast; War, goes on gorging. 
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Like the ocean, ever churning,   we sally on, 
silent-land our final earning. 

Beneath the rock-stacks   we will unroll our rucksacks. 
Before the waves’ crash   we will build our forts and paths. 
Beside the blue oblivion   we will find our final position. 

By the Gods, we swear oath and by our kin we uphold our steins 
in this solemn toast. 
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FrFrosted Airosted Air 
Breanna Plaza 

The smell of smoke lingers through the air, 
flowing with the snowflakes through the window. 
Auburn waves flowing over my shoulder, 
gently tickling my cheek as daylight brinks. 
Cigarettes sprinkled along the nightstand, 
soft hums of the movie from the night before 
linger as the glow from the television fades. 
The arm of safety pulls her in closer 
with every subtle movement she makes. 
Freckles dancing upon his shoulders, 
her fingers tracing each one as he lays. 

This night is not supposed to end, 
my lover, my friend, 
should be here. 
The sun used to shine 
so bright, 
before the brink of day 
always 
stole my home 
with light colored eyes. 
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The sun tears apart her lace curtains, 
startling his slumber, pulling safety 
from her limp arms. Frosted air, 
intertwining with his wide smile. 
Boasting with laughter as he ties 
his auburn hair into a bun: 
his bandana wraps around him 
just as she craves to do. 
Lighting a cigarette as he laughs. 

See you soon brat. 

The smell of cologne lingers in the air, 
flowing as he blends into the snowflakes. 
Slowly disappearing to a ghost-like state. 
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A Witch’s BecomingA Witch’s Becoming 
Elizabeth Plummer 

The rumble of thunder awoke her with a jolt. Her aquamarine eyes 
shot open in panic, flashing a brilliant white, as if lightning were being 
reflected in them. As her senses came about her, they cooled back to her 
usual vibrant blue. With a lazy stretch, she pushed herself up from her 
hay cot with a grumble of annoyance, her eyes flickering absentmindedly 
around her. The cobblestone walls of the castle did nothing to keep out 
the chill, and a shiver rippled through her. The storm still roared outside, 
but that would not exempt her from her daily chores. A huff slid from her 
throat as she slipped from her bed clothing into a modest woolen gown 
and wrapped a cloth headdress around her hair. 

Despite having awoken early, she still rushed to get to 
the kitchen. The lord and lady always expected breakfast to be 
punctual, and many a servant had been beaten for their lack of time 
management. She, luckily, hadn’t experienced the lord’s wrath yet, 
but he was quite a temperamental man and wasn’t overly fond of her. 
His steely glares caused shudders and shakes to slide fitfully down 
her spine, as they promised many terrible things. His wife, the lady, 
was softer, and yet she still had a backbone to her. She was firm and 
stern, but the respect the servants had for her was not born from fear. 
Instead, they found themselves wanting to please their lady, herself 
included. She always made sure that the lady’s meals were cooked to 
perfection, and she felt pride swell from within her whenever she got a 
compliment for her hard work. 
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This morning, the lord seemed distracted. His grumblings hinted 
at a foul mood brewing, and the lady was tense at the opposite side of 
the table. She seemed wary, which was odd, as she was usually quite 
good at plastering on a content, gentle expression. Her countenance 
clashed harshly with her flowing, bright silk gown and the wrinkle 
between her brows caused her painted face to crease and crack. It was 
rather unsettling to see the lady in such a state, and it caused her to 
shuffle uncomfortably on her feet, her hands anxiously wringing behind 
her back. 

Something must have happened. They must’ve gotten bad news. 
Although she couldn’t ascertain that, it wasn’t altogether uncommon. As 
the lord of the town, there were a multitude of issues to worry himself 
over. Lately, there hadn’t been as many merchants coming through town, 
which meant that he wasn’t receiving as many taxes. Less money resulted 
in more stress. He was currently fiddling with his cutlery, his plate mostly 
untouched. If it remained that way, she’d sneak the extras out to the 
stable boys, as they never got enough to eat. If she got caught, there was 
no telling what consequences there would be. She couldn’t afford to be 
kicked out of this town, as she had already made several close escapes 
from the crusaders in the past. This town was on the outskirts of their 
territory, making it unlikely that they would come here. 

She was brought back from her musings when the lord barked 
her name in his brash, grating tone. Before she had even comprehended 
why he might be calling her name, her feet had already carried her to 
him. She bowed respectfully, then waited for his instructions. 

“The market, girl,” he growled unhappily. “Go check and see 
just how many merchants are there this morning.” Her lips pursed and 
she wanted to tell him that it was unlikely there would be many due to 
the storm, but she refrained, simply dipping her head in assent. With 
a flippant wave of his hand, he dismissed her. When her eyes flickered 
down to the dishes, he took notice. “I’ll have another servant clean up 
this mess. I want this errand done now!” An accompanying fist slammed 
onto the table, resulting in an instinctive spasm within her. 

     Scan to enjoy the rest of the story  or vist lumen.mercyhurst.com 
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A Curious SA Curious Sort of Vort of Vandalismandalism 
Jacob R. Orr 

A field of blackened steel, 
broken by plain white letters. 
“Ryan Hall” is announced to all 
save for the girl before the sign. 

She is not the culprit, 
though she posed like she was. 
Hunkered down in mulch 
with two fingers extended. 

Upon the steel dangled 
a curious sort of vandalism. 
A hotdog, sweating in the spring. 
Beneath it hung a slice of cheese. 

These curious twins, 
positioned by an unknown actor, 
were a sight to behold. 
They achieved immortality. 
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While the girl and I remain friends, 
whatever bond we share 
could never compare. 
Our closeness decaying, like flesh. 

For that raw dog and its fragrant 
compatriot are immortal now. 
Their companionship forever 
enshrined in pixels. 
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The Only Way You Know HowThe Only Way You Know How 
Marley Ramon 

Tell me about the language of flowers 
A tongue for the lonely, the romantic, the starved, the overthinkers 
Tell me about the symbolism in each petal 
How the colors and height and type and breed come together to truly 
say something 
Tell me about how you see meaning in the smallest measures 
how you know you put too much thought into everything 
and secretly you’re just hoping you’re not alone. 

Tell me about how you see giving as the most vulnerable of acts 
How you’re sharing your thoughts and wishes 
but you’re also telling them exactly how you see them 
you’re holding up your mind’s eye and saying please take a look 
Please tell me you see the way I do, and you understand, and you accept 
That you saw the message I hid in the bouquet 

Double meaning, double entendre, double notes 
One in paper, one in petal 
Tell me about how you couldn’t say it 
how you couldn’t fit it all in the time you had 
how there wasn’t enough air in your lungs 
so instead you held your breath and pleaded with them 
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Tell me a story about a new language. 
About the inherent love in giving someone a small beautiful thing 
saying this reminded me of you because I see you in all the beautiful 
things 
A little reminder to say I’m thinking of you and you’re here with me 
in my mind’s eye 
as I look at the colors of the sky 
or feel the wind 
or even think about the stars 
and I see you in all of them 

But how can you possibly say all that in the way you truly mean to? 
In a way that does it justice 
In the way that they hear exactly what they need to 
It’s too much 

so you bundle it 
and wrap it in tissue paper 
and tie a neat little bow 
with a note that isn’t the real message 

Tell me about the language of the everythings and the sweet nothings 
Because after all of it 
after the meanings and colors and the season you found each plant in 
tell me about how sometimes the language of flowers 
is just giving a dandelion you picked 
to someone you love and hoping it supplies the words where your mouth 
cannot 
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Zombie in BZombie in Beded 
Kaci Alderson 

There’s a zombie in bed holding 
hands with a ghost and she’s lain 
there all afternoon. Her stomach is a 
freight train, rumbling loud without 
fresh brains since the ghost keeps her 
rotting in bed. Twenty four, forty eight, 
seventy two; the ghost puts its head on 
her chest. Her hollowed out soul 
and decaying yellow bones let 
the phantom sink into her core. 
There’s no thump from her chest, 
only emptiness, like a castle without 
a throne. The ghastly white hand 
holds its grip on her plans, now 
the spot on my bed feels so cold. 
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Skinny LoveSkinny Love 

DIRECTED, CHOREOGRAPHED, FILMED, AND EDITED 

Danielle Tuomey 

DANCERS MUSIC ARTIST 
Katie Bazala Skinny Love by Birdy Julia Libby 

Scan to enjoy the show or vist lumen.mercyhurst.com 
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IIf Only I Cf Only I Could Tould Touch Youch Youou 
John Carroll 

I woke up this morning 
alone like yesterday, 
but I saw you 
laying beside me. 
Then the dawn shone upon my eyes 
and they were opened. 
You were stolen from me 
like a diamond 
in the night. 

The dream of you shall remain with me 
for as long as the moon looms overhead. 
Stars will burn, waves will churn, 
and no one will know we were us. 
Though your presence was naught 
and your hand was made of air 
I will feel for you 
more than this pen in my hand. 
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I remember your face, 
so beautiful and kind 
like a mother’s painted smile. 
Your eyes savored me 
with the fervor of the starved man, 
and your body was as splendid 
as dusk on the water. 

Your beauty is mine to sculpt 
and my thoughts are yours to own. 
Cursed by each passing day, 
your image will not fade 
as mine withers away. 
If only I could touch you. 
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A Land of All Our OwnA Land of All Our Own 
By Gillian Mazur 

A land of all our own. 
Where the sky meets the sea, 
and the light hits the trees. 
A private place, 
where our lips can embrace. 
Our hands lock, 
and the butterflies rock. 
Alas the smoke clears, 
and my dream disappears. 
For I’m left in reality– 
the back of your car in a Target parking lot. 
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For Those Who Do Not BelieveFor Those Who Do Not Believe 

MUSIC 
For Those Who Do Not Believe by Paolo Buonvino 

Grace will Lead me Home by David Dunn 

CHOREOGRAPHY 
Katie Bleu Barkley-Mastalski Taylor Lowe 

Kaitlyn Bazala Jillian Pohl 
Kaitlyn Brooks Savannah Rachael 
Joanna Clifford Mary Joy White 

Scan to enjoy the show or vist lumen.mercyhurst.com 
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FFormal Intrormal Introductionoduction 
Janiece Withers 

Hi, my name is Janiece. 
I’m from Chicago and New York; 
two of the best big cities. 

My energy reeks of caffeine--
however my random outbursts 
are 0% Starbucks, and 100% me. 

High School alum of Oswego East. 
Some say I strutted down the hall 
in my skinny high-waisted jeans. 

I loved music; I walked to its beat. 
Not one to follow trends--
but slayed wearing new Nike’s. 

I was captain of the step team. 
This was not the expected answer 
when my long legs scream athlete. 
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Basketball was not my speed. 
I was a fan of Michael’s craft store; 
full of tools for my next masterpiece. 

I put hot sauce on everything. 
Some say I’m strange and sassy--
I say they can’t take the heat. 

My name is not J-a-n-i-c-e, please 
pronounce my pretty name correctly 
or I’ll check you unapologetically. 
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DDececember 24ember 24thth, 2006, 2006 
Skylar-Moon Ferguson 

It’s that time of year again. 
The anorexic trees with dying 
leaves signal our semiannual 
meeting. I can already smell 
his smoke-stained dreadlocks, 
filled with Newports and indica. 

Naïvely looking through the window 
in anticipation. Straining my neck 
to get my eyes over the sill. “He’s 
actually here!” I exclaim. Mom 
smiles, saving his excuse for next year. 
The forest-green Jeep parks with guilt. 

The backseat has a sticker. 
A gleeful sun holding a crescent 
Moon in his arm. Each time I see 
it the decal chips, peels, 
and fades – ideals never realized. 
Mom stops making excuses. 
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“My boy is all grown up!” says the Stranger 
cheering me on for my 21st birthday. 
“I’m so proud of you”, the Shade 
fills the bar with the same old smoke. 
The smell is familiar yet out of place. 
Swallowing his glass of regret, 
a hollow apology leaves his lips. 
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Lamentation of the PLamentation of the Penen 
Madison Jukkola 

A word strewn haphazardly, 
like a body on a path untrodden. 
Leaves cradle lost potential, 
and bear the burden of the one forgotten. 

The violence of the night 
staining once pure canvas with fault; 
undignified, humiliated 
by a deranged trajectory of thought. 

Slant of the sheet, flick of the wrist, 
shame pours from my mouth like blood. 
Forcibly complicit in these crimes, 
and incapable of staunching the flood. 

Screaming a symphony of suffering 
that flows through sinful ears. 
Shield me from the maggots 
and the culmination of our fears. 

I don’t lament for those perished, 
who burrow deeply in my heart; 
destroying what was cherished, 
but is now ripped apart. 
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HoneycombsHoneycombs 

Sam Montoro 
Mixed Media Sculpture 
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TTo Do Dancance in the Re in the Rain:ain: 
Breanna Plaza 

Her feet pounding against the asphalt to the beat of the rain, 
her hand intertwined with her lover as their clothes cling to the shape 
of their bones. 
She loves harder than any person who never lived through the storm, 
the hurricane which hovers over her memory in some form. 
The smile that creeps across her face during a perfect date, 
still haunted by the everlasting emptiness that pulls on her belt loop 
like a lost child. 
She commits crime of passion throughout each day, 
determined to feel the most of life before her category five typhoon 
returns and takes control. 
She finds herself falling in love with the simplistic moments life grants 
her. 
Her feet pounding against the asphalt to the beat of the rain, 
her hand intertwined with her lover as their clothes cling to the shape 
of their bones. 
She loses herself in the dance of freedom as water drips down her 
nose, 
as the realization of the tempest shows face, appearing over her 
shoulder within those happy moments, she slowly picks at her hands 
as skepticism racks her brain. 
Cynical that things can feel so good, look so beautiful without ulterior 
motives. 
As the disbelief of darkness sets in like wind rushing through the 
horizon, 
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she is able to see everything clearly, to understand the reality she 
exists in. 
The reality that if anyone was to truly love her they would have to love 
her brown eyes— 
the eyes that always seem to pour like the rain she dances in. 
She feels the chills of her own personal thunderstorm 
lingering over her shoulders, as she sits across from her lover 
drenched at a picnic table. 
Going from loving so hard, so selflessly to being so carefree and 
boasting with laughter, 
becoming the lightning bolt that exits her torrential downpour. 
Unable to touch her lover’s hand for she is charged with such a 
passion 
that she could burn him with the simple gesture of love. 
She will always be hand in hand with the storm that erupts within, but 
for now 
her feet will pound against the asphalt to the beat of the rain, 
her hand intertwined with her lover as their clothes cling to the shape 
of their bones. 
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BBiseisexualityxuality 
Abby Eyler 

My mother tells me that it is easy to be heard, 
but easier to be silent. Silence filling the room; 
can I speak, will I speak, who will respond? 

Grandma does not care about who I am if 
I am full of sin. When she says, “Preference 
means nothing but hell,” I decide to stay mute. 

My uncle stands with his chest held high; 
he verbally mocks a woman wearing 
a skirt. Her name is Emma, but he calls her a man. 

My father, before my aunt’s wedding, says, 
“For years I thought she was a lesbian. I never 
saw her date a man.” I thought this was funny. 

When I am fourteen, there is a brunette in choir. 
We are amiable, but we don’t talk unless she stands 
near me. But she is like Persephone to me. 
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My government lets me marry who I want, 
but I cannot love outside the norm in public. Bakeries 
can deny me based on who I marry; I cannot buy cake. 

I am twenty-one, there is a boy in my life. I look 
straight; my step-dad asks me if the bisexuality 
is a phase. I scrunch my nose. 
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estheresther 
Emma Coppolo 

i said that i was 
a spider under 
a drinking glass 
and realized how 
i longed to be sylvia 

the most selfless thing i ever did was live. 
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UntitledUntitled 

Emmaline Devore 
Photography 
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TThe Spirithe Spirit 
Jacob Stebleton 

I: The Poet 

Something lurks within the shadows—something creeps behind the trees 
Something hangs upon the gallows—something drifts across the breeze 
Such an unforgiving sadness echoes from the pounding chest 
Of a tearful man, whose madness left him bitter and unblessed 

See, he sits here with depression, suffering each wasted day 
And, in cynical succession, soon his heart will rot away 
Happiness gave way to heartache—sorrow took the place of bliss 
Soon he’ll give himself to heartbreak, give the serpent one last kiss 

He’s a poet doomed to torment, to a world of dark design 
He sees life as but a portent that the sun no more will shine 
Though he bares his soul to paper, soon he’ll slowly disappear 
For he waits to meet the reaper—yes, his end is drawing near 

All he wishes: to be clutched within a lover’s tender hands— 
And to know a life was touched—that just one person understands 
But his self-inflicted anguish tore himself and her apart 
And the love that makes him languish is a knife upon his heart 
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    II: Strong Enough for Two 

Once upon a winter night, the innocence of youth— 
It shattered like a mirror in the unforgiving face of truth 
The fire slowly faded out that frigid, cold December: 
His refuge lost unto the night before his very eyes 
And soon his father took his own—and left him to remember 
No loving arms to hold him as he gazed upon the darkened skies 
He found himself alone without his mother’s lullabies 

Take the innocence to him, take him home to the passion— 
To the flowing fields of ashen asphodel 
Give him all the love he could never feel 
Where the fading heartbeats dwell 

Years went by, and still he never found the strength to heal 
A thousand tears escaped his eyes—like daggers he could never feel 
He traveled to the cemetery, longing for forgiveness 
And begged the Fates to drown his pain within the temporal sea 
He sensed a presence breaking through the suffocating stillness: 
His only friend—an orphan girl who knew his pain and misery 
She loved him so, but such a love was never meant to be 

Take the innocence to him, take him home to the passion— 
To the flowing fields of ashen asphodel 
Give him all the love he could never feel 
Where the fading heartbeats dwell 

So he found his solace writing letters to the dead— 
Each one a song from deep within, each one the words he never said 
Those letters laid upon a grave: mementos to remember 
The souls who might have saved him from this sorrowful design 
Each simple gift instilled within his heart a flickering ember— 
A tiny spark of purpose in a world where listless spirits pine 
He finally found his safest place: where pen and ink enshrine 
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“Yet still it was never enough…” 

Once upon a summer’s eve, as day was nearly done 
The orphan girl picked up the letter left upon her father’s stone 
“Remember not the hand that wrote this line,” the boy had written— 
“But grieve for all the words that you might never get to write … 
“And cherish every moment, lest a moment be forgotten— 
“Perhaps our souls can meet somewhere beyond the tranquil morning light” 
And so, with teary eyes, the girl slipped on into the night 

“By the time she was found, it was too late— 
Despair had overtaken her, and she lay in the dirt 
With the letter clutched against her breast 
She was the only friend he ever had— 
But alas: The poet’s words were never strong enough for two” 

As he fought to live, so he fought to die 
Where his heart could flow free in the sky 
Take him home to where all the angels fly— 
Where the war can live in peace 
This sanctuary shattered by the Fates 

III: The Missing 

A weathered door that opens to a dreary, dusty room 
A flickering light from dying candles casts the house in gloom 
An ancient desk sits in a corner, near an empty chair 
A pen and ink, a yellowed page—but not a soul is there 

But not a soul is there 

A faded painting on the wall, its colors turned to gray: 
A picture of a boy and girl—a sunny summer’s day 
A dusty cross above the frame, a weathered urn beneath— 
A shrine unto a life as fragile as a fading breath 
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But not a soul is there 

Take the innocence to him, take him home to the passion— 
To the flowing fields of ashen asphodel 
Give him all the love he could never feel 
Where the fading heartbeats dwell 

IV: Rest 

Something lurks within the shadows—something creeps behind the trees 
Something hangs upon the gallows—something drifts across the breeze: 
‘Tis the poet’s saddened spirit, for his name is still unknown 
Those who sense it only fear it, for it walks the earth alone 

For he was never comforted by those who never cared— 
His wishes never granted—for he simply never dared 
Some may say his heart was shallow—some believe that he was blessed 
If the ground he walks is hallowed, then the spirit might find rest 

Light a tiny candle where the poet’s heart may dwell 
Take his ghostly hand to keep his spirit out of Hell 
Greet him on his journey, and—wherever he may roam— 
Help the spirit find serenity, and he will find a home 
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I HI Havavee 
Ava Voelker 

I have clothes that don’t fit right and I have clothes for church 
I have polished toes and plain fingernails 
I have shoes for dancing and shoes for work 
I have a smile for friends and I have a smile for hurt 

I have a voice for home and I have one for going out 
I have tired eyes from nights of thinking and coffee-stained teeth  

    from mornings of doing 
I have black mascara to be mysterious and brown to be sweet 
I have done up hair and bare feet 

I have straight hair to be fierce and curly hair to be me 
I have a selfish tendency and a selfless heart 
I have friends for a day and friends that care 
I have a shy personality and a loud flair 

I have no clue and I have all the wisdom in the world 
I have determination and I have no motivation 
I have all I need and nothing to boast 
All I have are ideas, but that’s more than most 
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DIRECTED, CHOREOGRAPHED, FILMED, AND EDITED 

Angela Lutz 

DANCERS PHOTOGRAPHY 

Ramani Rosa Emmaline Devore
Mary Joy White 

Scan to enjoy the show or vist lumen.mercyhurst.com 
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HHavave Me Merercycy 
Janiece Withers 

There is something about this picture 
that strikes me. Perhaps it’s the road 
we cross often from class to class. 
Some days my breath gets harder to carry, 
but this girl…lugged a speaker down 
this long road with ease and confidence. 

I wonder if she knew how many eyes 
were fixed on her. Mine meet my feet 
when I pass my peers, in defeat. I get 
too tense in my shoulders with the idea 
of making them uncomfortable with my gaze. 

They called her strong and inspirational. 
Her words laid with them that night, 
to cuddle with woke memories. I remember 
the tears that laid on my cheeks, absorbed 
by my “Black Lives Matter” mask. 

I want to be her when I grow up. 
When I grow out of this imposturous 
shell that America`s society sealed me 
in. Her chin nearly kisses the sky, though 
I got a damn muscle cramp, 
letting mine meet my chest. 
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How the hell do they love her and not 
me? Why give her the mic and speaker, 
what story does she have to tell? 
I walked so she could run. I crawled 
on my knees so she could--
“Mercy March for Black Lives.” 

God, may my face and name never 
be on a t-shirt but dammit-- am I 
really alive? How come they listened to her 
chants yet they ignored my cries. 
So now we love the curls? After the 
pretty little black girl has already… 
she didn’t die…because I saved her. 
Have mercy on me, I survived. 
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A StrA Stranger I Wanger I Wish I Kish I Kneneww…… 
Megan Kaliszewski 

It’s hard to picture your face. 
I struggle to recall times you were 
around. Distant memories of you buying 
me dull white shoes. When all I wanted 
were bright sparkly sneakers. 
Mom bought the pink shoes anyways, 
insisting I would never go out in 
drab footwear. She brought rays 
of glistening sunshine, while you 
brought on the storm. Hazy memories 
of you carrying me after a fall are the 
most tangible souvenirs I have. Mom 
was there for the dental appointments, 
to repair the damage that had been done. 
You didn’t care then and twelve 
years have passed with little change. 
I never thought you would be a stranger, 
someone I saw every day but never knew. 
But you are a faded memory like, forgotten, 
dull white shoes that never adorned my feet. 
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RRapunzapunzel’el’s Ws Wrrathath 
Aubrey May 

Rapunzel, Rapunzel, you let down 
your hair. Golden cascade, shower 
of champagne. Life taught you quick 
your hair was your worth, the virtue 
by which you break your own 
dreaded curse. The prisoner of a tower 
day after day, ‘til a savior came, 
with promise to whisk you away. 
Stole your heart but at what cost, 
he chopped your hair, your value 
all lost. The knight who loved your heart 
and mind left a princess torn and unkind. 

Rapunzel, Rapunzel, you let down 
your hair. Giving your all to a man who’s 
unfair. Purity stolen, your worth 
left shattered, revenge at your hand 
was all that mattered. A lesson 
learned is a lesson to teach, breaking 
the man who broke you within your reach. 
Woman left low, the man held high, 
his quest conquered, her heart shrivels 
and dies. Roles reversed, his innocence 
and future to take, Rapunzel, Rapunzel, 
let the bastard meet his own damned fate. 
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I LoI Lovve Ye Youou 
Heaven Vybiral 

Their words echo in my head over and over again: 
Have you eaten yet? 
      I haven’t touched food in four days. 
Text me when you’re home safe.

 I don’t leave my house anymore. 
You should get some sleep.

 Going on three days of no sleep. 
This reminded me of you.

 They sit there, mocking me. 
Want some help with that?

 I have to do everything on my own now. 
I’m here if you want to talk.

 I regret telling you all the little things. 
I miss you a lot.

 I miss you every minute that passes by. 
I thought of you today.

 I think of you every single day. 
How are you holding up?

 Terrible, absolutely terrible. 
I’m listening. 
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      You were too busy to actually deal with me. 
That’s interesting, tell me more!

 Why? So you could laugh at me later? 
I’m glad you’re in my life.
      Then why did you leave? 
I enjoy hanging out with you.
      Obviously not enough to stay. 
How are you?
      Shitty. 
I appreciate you more than words.
      I despise you more than words could ever say. 
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TThe Fhe Fororest’est’s Calls Call 
Emma Kuchinski 

Whispering — the morning magic, 
turns emerald leaves to copper 
and calls to every heart 
searching for those missing pieces. 
It echoes, Come my darling, 
and you shall see what lives in the trees. 

On twisted roots the trees 
shall dance, their woodland magic 
woken. Come my darling, 
hear the song. The copper 
wisps are broken. Pieces 
mend the shattered heart. 

A desperate and a willing heart 
hears the siren song of trees. 
She runs towards the pieces 
of her that love the magic, 
her hair streams molten copper. 
The call of come my darling. 
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A whisper, Come my darling, 
to your dream. Her heart, 
a blacksmith hammering copper. 
Twirling through the trees 
she skips, the melody of magic 
welds the scattered pieces. 

Flowers bloom from pieces 
fallen. Come my darling, 
come and feel the magic. 
The musical thrumming heart 
of all the swaying trees, 
patina falls from copper. 

Her emerald eyes now copper, 
shining — her missing pieces 
live beneath the trees. 
And she calls, come my darling. 
A once empty heart 
now finally full of magic. 

Copper pieces now united, my darling, 
come to the trees’ lilting heart 
that beats with morning magic 
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An UAn Unbrnbreakeakable Bable Bondond 
Emma Kuchinski 

Tucked away in an old box, a photo of four 
children. The colors are sharp, the image grainy. 
In the center a little girl in her car seat clutches 
a purple rabbit to her chest, her eyes 
locked onto the person behind the camera. 
Her pink dress stands out from the blues and greens– 
the shirts of her older brothers. The boy 
on the left has his seat leaned back so far 
it’s almost horizontal, with his gaze upon the little girl. 
The blonde boy in the gray hoodie presses forward 
from the backseat, a smile plastered on his rosy face. 
On the right leans a boy, midnight hair melting into the night 
outside the window. His shoulder propped on the little girl’s knee. 

Taped to a taupe wall hangs a photo of four 
children. The colors are sharp, the image grainy. 
Below lays a woman in her bed, 
a purple rabbit clutched to her chest. 
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Surreal Self PortraitSurreal Self Portrait 

Alyssa Poleski 
Digital Media 
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RReevverie (Serie (Song of the Nong of the North)orth) 
Jacob Stebleton 

As shadows fall across this lonely shore 
With peace descending gently, like a dove 
Somewhere within the wilderness so pure 
We lie in the embrace of purest love 
This is the moment I’ve been dreaming of: 
That here, beneath the heaven’s clearest skies 
With earth below and starlight high above— 
We all sing out, and harmonies arise: 
The wilds of the north, where truest passion lies 

Though hours pass, this is where I belong: 
Here on the shore with you, among the trees 
And suddenly a wolf joins in the song 
Her pleasant voice adrift upon the breeze— 
Serenity that puts my soul at ease 
Another voice—aurora’s light—arrives 
And so we sing a thousand symphonies 
Even beyond the veil this love survives: 
The wilds of the north, where truest passion thrives 
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And yet, we are ephemeral—we fade... 
Sometimes I wonder: how will life go on? 
Without me, will you live the world we made? 
Still every darkness brings another dawn— 
And I’ll be in the stars you wish upon: 
In every breath, in every memory 
My love, I never truly will be gone— 
And if you find yourself longing for me 
The wilds of the north are where I’ll always be 
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MMissing in Bissing in Buena Vuena Vistaista 
Hannah Brooks 

(Interview Date: 12/6/2020; Interviewer: Robert Capone with Action-25 News 
Buena Vista, CA; Interviewee: Veronica Osicki; Topic: MISSING DAUGHTER) 

RC: Good morning, Veronica. I would like to thank you for meeting with us to 
discuss your missing daughter. I am so sorry for what you are going through 
and am so sorry to be meeting you under these circumstances. 

VO: Good morning. Thanks… trust me, me I’m sorry too. 

RC: What do our viewers need to know about your missing daughter? 

VO: My daughter lit up a room. I’m sure millions know who she was… when 
she was little, she acted on a bunch of TV sitcoms, I’m sure everyone can re-
member Bethany from House of Charades? 

RC: Absolutely. 

VO: She just… radiates such energy. Such a sweet young lady… and, she had 
such big dreams. She was in school to be a teacher, and… I- I just miss my 
baby girl. 

RC: I understand. Again, I’m very sorry. What can you tell us about the last 
night you spoke with her? 
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VO: Well, it was October 29th. She was leaving classes to go see her 
boyfriend. They were talking about going to some party with friends, yes, I 
know what everyone thinks - I really let her? Of course. She’s nineteen. She 
works hard and deserves a break, but I-I never would have let her if I could  
go back in time. It was the biggest mistake of my life. She showed up with her 
boyfriend, only stayed for about an hour. Her friends said they seemed a little 
off. They said he looked high, which… I mean, that’s no surprise. But they told 
me that Erica, she... She just seemed so out of it. They ended up arguing over 
something and then they left in an Uber together. The Uber took them to a 
gas station. You can see them on the footage grabbing snacks, they look really 
fidgety… and then, that’s it. They’re just gone and nobody knows where or 
why. 

RC: I understand. Have there been any sightings of your daughter or her boy-
friend? 

VO: Nope. No sightings of either. Radio silence on their social media 
pages. I must thank the police for their diligence - they pinged both phones, 
combed debit cards, and even monitored usage of their social security 
numbers. Nothing. Not a thing. 

RC: If your daughter was watching this, what would you say to her? 

VO: (Tearfully) I would tell her t-to please come back home where she belongs. 
I love her and I miss her. 

RC: Thank you, Veronica. 

     Scan to enjoy the rest of the story  or vist lumen.mercyhurst.com 
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I WI Want:ant: 
Heaven Vybiral 

1. I want to be seen. 
Seen as a person, rather than an object. 

2. I want to be heard. 
Heard like my voice matters and won’t be brushed off. 

3. I want to be important. 
Important like my cohorts of the opposite sex. 

4. I want to be safe. 
So I can walk by myself without a care in the world. 

5. I want to be smart. 
To prove I’m more than just a body. 

6. I want to be outgoing. 
To be comfortable in loud situations. 

7. I want to be able to think normally. 
Not to overthink every little instance that happens. 

8. I want to be gracious. 
To show gratitude when I wasn’t shown any. 

9. I want to be helpful. 
To show that someone cares when I didn’t get any. 

10. I want to be kind. 
So people around the world have someone to look to. 

11. I want to be healthy. 
So I can do things that seem hard to do right now. 
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12. I want to be graceful. 
To pick myself up again after I fall. 

13. I want to be flexible. 
To prove I can do multiple things and do them well. 

14. I want to be normal. 
To be me with no judgments from anyone. 
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A SA Soul’oul’s Inters Interccessionession 
Madison Jukkola 

You smiled when you saw me; 
that’s how I knew it was a dream. 
For I don’t think I’ve suffered a love as hopeless as ours, 
or survived a romance as grim, 
that I’d ever think to receive that affection in the light of day. 
A rose punctured by its own thorns, unable to reach another, 
drawing back upon a pain so profound; 
your love for me gave life to a dangerously deflated soul, 
breathing air into a broken vessel, 
instead of mending the hole that kept me at your mercy. 
I never quite realized how dangerous you were 
until I learned to pick up the pieces and fix myself. 
And as the leaves change and the air chills, 
my spirit longs to coil with yours more desperately than ever, 
to thaw my soul and soften my thorns. 
But the sunshine drawing in and out from the clouds above 
reminds me to taste the wind and plant my feet to the roots 
of a love for someone else, 
no longer a danger to myself or you. 
There was a time you thanked a god you didn’t believe in 
for the miracle that put me in your life. 
It’s true, you never were a believer, 
but I never asked to be worshipped. 
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HHungerunger 
Anonymous 

when did i start hating food? i think that sort of thing creeps up on you. 
it doesn’t happen all at once; it makes sure you’re taken by surprise.  
it’s a moment, an epiphany of sorts. when you catch yourself making 
excuses to others, it starts to set in. when you catch yourself making 
excuses to you, it all becomes clear. 

my favorite foods don’t taste the same anymore. i don’t get excited for 
weekly dinner with my friends. every now and then, it pops into my head 
and i count how long it’s been. the stomach grumbles happen less and 
less the higher that number goes. 

it wasn’t always like this, and i think that’s probably the hardest part. i 
remember what it was like before, and too often it seems like there will 
never be an after. sometimes i want help; sometimes i want to be left 
alone. really, i’m just so tired. and i’m so fucking hungry. 
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HHome with the Landome with the Land 
Matti Trimbath 

Nestled away 
Home is a place 
Until the plague 

A plague is a death sentence. A decaying of life. The tourism suffocates places 
that used to be bright. Pandemics bring them in on new kicks of nature waves. 
“Nature awaits,” they say from their bustling apartments, rimmed with people 
aching to work but stuck in place. So of course, when the restlessness grows 
too much, the businessmen and women put on their never before worn hiking 
boots and set sail to paved trails and controlled nature. 

Art on walls 
Disgust of natures appeal 
Graffiti of disaster 

Disruption of habit reaps destruction on nature. Trash litters my favorite spots; 
tourists block park rangers path to save, just for the perfect selfie. Graffiti takes 
over the rocks. Why? How do they not see the beauty of the the river’s slow 
erosion, the age of the trees marked like the circle of life. Connections made 
only through a child’s bare feet running with the land. 
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Luck is a myth 
Except in a Childs lungs 
Full of clean air 

Fortune means nothing without experience. Growing up in Ohiopyle taught 
me an appreciation I would not trade for anything. Feeling free, not from an 
understanding of the constitution or even the ability to buy locally grown 
food, but rather from the water running beneath me as I lept from rock to 
rock, mindful of the little creatures beneath me. Grateful for the deer, 
my friends. 

A spot light 
Not on a performances stage 
On my friends the deer 

I would pray, but not for myself. I would pray the hunters spot light never stuck 
on the deer that grazed in my yard. The deer whom brought their youngling 
back each year to the apples of our yard. I would pray they would live to return 
again. I never got close, yet they were a part of me and I them. 

Connection is a gift 
Hiding away from the locus 
Locus with human eyes 
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I am in loI am in lovve with Ie with I 
Janiece Withers 

I am the lion of the jungle--
calling the shots. Ignoring the 
Hyenas hating on my throne. 

I am strong with power surging 
through my veins like substance in 
someone’s favorite mug sipped 
carefully with a moan of content. 

I am the silver specks in the midst 
of glitter. A thornless rose plucked 
from a field of sunflowers and grass. 

I am radiant, the morning light 
breaking through the clouds. I am 
the pink flavor in a bowl of yellow 
Starbursts. A lost bill, found in jeans. 

I am proud I made it this far. Like 
the tortoise taking first place. 
A wall of trophies, awarded by me. 
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I am enough, like the largest cup 
filled to the brim with blue Slurpee. 
I am worthy, I am Kim`s diamond 
earring stud dancing in the sea. 

I am treasured, like three wishes 
in a genie’s lamp. A black cat with 
nine lives. A clover with four leaves. 

I am romantic walks on Cancun 
sand. I am a cold kiss left on a sweet 
spot. I’m growing fond of this affection. 
Like Gaston, I am in love with I. 
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MMartyrartyr 
Jacob Stebleton 

I don’t want to die for some fictional heaven 
Where fakes are forgiven and facts are ignored 
But I don’t want to live in a world of abuses 
Where we all make excuses for judging the poor 
I just can’t believe how the faithful are sinful 
‘Cause faith should be simple to teach to a child 
And I just can’t believe in a god who would leave us 
Disheartened, forgotten, reviled 

All around me, these people are starved for affection 
They yearn for protection from hate and disease 
And children are dying—though mothers are down on their knees 

I don’t want to die for some fictional people 
Who think building steeples will make you a man 
And I don’t want to love for a fictional wraith 
Because fictional faith is a terrible plan 
It seems as though people don’t follow their teachings— 
Don’t practice their preaching—like they’re in denial 
And it seems like religion can’t make a man holy— 
It can’t save his soul from the wild 
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And it seems as though nothing prepares us to suffer 
We pity each other from deep in our graves 
No sign from on high has come from the god who saves 

And all that I see are those fictional lovers— 
Those fictional fathers and fictional mothers 
I just want to live for my sisters and brothers— 
So damn me to hell if you must 
But I don’t want to die for some fictional god— 
A fictional savior, a factual fraud 
‘Cause all that I know is we’re fatally flawed: 
Ashes to ashes, and dust unto dust 

I just want to live for a factual heaven 
Where facts are forgiven and fakes are ignored 
I just want to live in a world with no steeples 
Where prodigal people can learn from the poor 
I just can’t believe how the faithful are sinful 
‘Cause faith should be simple, and faith should have worth 
I just want to live for a factual heaven— 
I want to find Heaven on earth 
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SSererenityenity 
Elizabeth Plummer 

Fall’s chills held at bay 
By the sun’s rays gleaming down 
Striking our faces as the train puffed on 

Leaves: glittering, glowing; 
Various shades of red, orange, and yellow 
Gliding through the air, heading to the ground 

The water’s surface shone, sparkling in the light 
Trees swished and swayed, dancing in the breeze 
Wheels rolled on the rails, thudding along 

Sitting, staring out the window 
Watching the scenery go by in spades 
Low murmurs permeating the train 

Eyes sliding shut in contentment 
The warmth of the day getting absorbed 
This is relief 
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Seasonal DepressionSeasonal Depression 

DIRECTED, CHOREOGRAPHED, FILMED, AND EDITED 

Hanna Dragan 

DANCERS POETRY 

Maia Cieply Seasonal Depression 
by Emily Burchill

 Scan to enjoy the show or vist lumen.mercyhurst.com 
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One-Sided StoryOne-Sided Story 
Kaci Alderson 

Hands shackled by cold chains, 
Chains clasped on belt buckles. 

Buckles hugging ankles tightly, 
Tightly gripping silver triggers. 

Triggers thoughts of paranoia, 
Paranoia of deadly color. 

Color leaks through open wounds, 
Wounds to clean-cut reputation. 

Reputation inked in black pen, 
Pen-cil lightly writing narratives. 

Narratives of power struggle, 
Struggle of maintaining power. 

Power lost in ballot democracy, 
Democracy of white-collared hands. 
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SSonnet 2onnet 2 
Ashley Barletta 

to lay with a lover in rolling green fields, 
to see the blues in the sea, 
you’d be amazed at what it yields 
when you just let earth be. 
plants covered in heavenly dirt 
and sun and stars and moon, 
won’t be here for us to hurt 
if we don’t do something soon. 
so when you toss your can aside 
think of where it will go, 
the problem we caused cannot hide 
statistics have begun to show. 
all the world’s a trash bin, 
and we are merely its kin. 
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YYou Kou Knonow Ww Wherhere to Find Me to Find Mee 
Jacob Stebleton 

What’s the reason for hope if nothing’s left to hope for? 
What’s the meaning of life if you can’t live anymore? 

And why should there be windows if there’s never a door? 

* * * 

Lilly massaged her brow as she pondered the words she had written. “Good 
enough for now,” she mumbled to herself, closing her notebook. “Not what I 
want, but good enough for now.” 

She shivered and glanced out the window, almost expecting to 
see snowflakes falling from the sky—but this was June. Even so, the cloudy 
evening sky was cold and gray: a sign of an impending storm. 

Turning her attention from her writing, she stood from her desk and 
shivered again as she turned off the lamp. She could feel a pit forming in her 
stomach, as it always did when a storm was approaching. Those storms always 
brought back memories of a time she wanted to forget. But I don’t think I will, 
she thought. 

As she began to close the curtains, a flash of lightning lit up the sky. 
A few taps sounded from above: the first raindrops landing on the roof. A 
moment later, a low rumble of thunder sounded, and the rain intensified. 

Sighing, Lilly stepped away from the window and climbed into bed. 
Her heartbeat quickened as she lay there in the darkness, trying to clear her 
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mind. “I’m safe,” she said to reassure herself. “Nothing’s going to hurt me.” 
Still the possibility lurked in the back of her memory: what if she was wrong? 

She turned to her side and grabbed a small stuffed dog that lay on 
her bed. As she clutched it against her chest, she replayed in her mind her 
seventh birthday—the day her mother had given it to her. She cared not that 
it seemed childish at her age; this dog was the last memento she had from 
her mother. 

A loud clap of thunder startled Lilly from her thoughts. She clutched 
the dog tighter, her heart pounding, and prayed that tonight would not echo 
that fateful day. 

The room lit up for an instant as lightning flashed through the 
curtains once more, and another thunderclap boomed overhead. A feeling 
of overwhelming dread washed over Lilly as she lay there in the darkness of 
her room, and she felt a chill roll down her spine. There was no reason for her 
to believe she was in any kind of danger—and yet she could not shake the 
panic from her mind. She had lived through dozens of storms since that day, 
but this one felt different somehow. Something was wrong, that much she 
knew—but what? 

The rain continued to pound on the roof as Lilly drifted into a  
restless sleep. 

Lights, sirens, smoke—a suffocating smoke filled the air as water met 
fire. The storm was over, but now flames lit up the night, engulfing the house, 
as she watched from the sidewalk across the street. The young girl clung to her 
father’s arm as they huddled together, watching the horrifying scene unfold. 
She stared at the burning house with anxious, terrified eyes, waiting for her 
mother to appear in the doorway and join them. A firefighter had hurried into 
the house a few minutes ago, but since then there had been no sign of activity. 
Then a silhouette appeared through the smoke. The girl’s heart sank as she rec-
ognized the lone firefighter carrying something large over his shoulder. Tears 
rose into her eyes and streamed down her face when the man approached her 
father, apologizing profusely. “It was too late,” the firefighter was saying. “I’m 
so sorry, sir.” 

     Scan to enjoy the rest of the story  or vist lumen.mercyhurst.com 
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UUnder Tnder The Sunhe Sun 
Isabella Rodriguez 

I lay down feeling the warm rays on my pale skin 
the sun just entering golden hour 

Mother Nature embracing me with hugs 
as the cicadas’ buzz in the distance 
grass tickles my skin 
I run my hands along the green meadow 

clouds decorate cotton candy skies 
beautiful pinks and yellows are strewn across the sky above 
the pink clouds form into images of blooming flowers 
koi fish and flamingoes 

a warm breeze passes by 
the smell of flowers and summer fills the air around 
nearby trees and leaves rustle in the breeze 
buzzing of cicadas grow stronger now 

closing my eyes I hear nature calling 
buzzing of dragonflies and katydids 
nothing else is important or matters 
it is just me under the sun 

I am one with the earth 
I am at peace 
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Skate Board DiptychSkate Board Diptych 

Shane Fetzner 
Digital Media 
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RResults Ovesults Over Intentioner Intention 
Elijah Goe 

People talk of art as if 
it’s something that is tough, 
as if its purpose is to raise 
the mind to greater stuff, 
to pick apart the grand ole’ lies 
of the “civil” life, 
or to drive the social masses 
with the artist’s pipe. 

Some will say it isn’t art 
until you bare your soul. 
Some will claim the rise to fame 
sifts the good from dull. 
Others rave about how smart 
their favorite artists are, 
more will say the point is lost when 
the common aren’t the star. 

And with all of this I can’t help but 
feel we’ve gone too far. 
We didn’t need an art degree 
to claim heaven is in the stars 
nor to paint a cavern wall or 
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give red a hundred names. 
It almost feels the point of art 
is to shove the heart into the brain. 

So, raise your margin doodles high 
if they make you smile. 
Frame your easy puns in gold 
if laughter was their child. 
Thread the name of tragedy 
in silk if tears were shed, 
save the name of every pain 
for the memories they led. 

Because 
people talk of art as if 
it’s something that is tough, 
but truth be told, if you feel, 
then that is art enough. 
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QuietQuiet 
Megan Gallagher 

I used to love quiet 
The quiet turning of pages in the college library 
The quiet before the summer storms 
The quiet of my room before I drift to sleep 
Is it peaceful? Is it calming? A little 
I liked the quiet of other things but not from you. 
This doesn’t feel right. This wasn’t supposed to happen, not to you 
I need the laughter you brought 
The laughter from the playground when we were kids 
The laughter from the parties we went to when we were 18 
The laughter in the comedy clubs we went to when we were 21 
Now we’re here and there is no laughter 
Only sound is the light sobs of your family behind me 
I don’t like this quiet 
I miss your voice and the way we talked about anything and everything 
I miss the music we danced to in your living room 
I miss the movies from our slumber parties 
But here we are 
Quiet 
Not a sound from your lips 
I knew people told us to quiet down but I don’t 

    think they meant like this 
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AAdrdrenalineenaline 
Skylar-Moon Ferguson 

What if I jumped? Losing 
myself over the edge of this cliff. 
Staring into the coffin of orange 
and brown that sit atop these 
roots. Wooden tendrils climb 
and engulf the cliff side. 

“I am in control” 

The oak octopus begs me to tread 
lightly. Its tentacles ensnaring my 
ankles– “Not another inch forward, 
gravity is a cruel mistress.” Salt-
water floods my eyes. The bottom 
getting blurry with each step. 

“I am in control” 

Clenched fists shaking as I 
scream. Ripping my foot from 
its instinctual grasp. My heels 
hug the edge, toes dig inside 
my shoes. I taste her hazelnut 
kisses. The cliff floats away. 
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imprintimprint 
Ashley Barletta 

i was a tightly bound notebook, 
stagnant on the same shelf for eighteen years 
i allowed everyone to scribble on me 
each meaningless blurb 
every “______ was here” 
struggled not to fade 
but my pages wore out 
until you came and journaled all over me 
and the old words didn’t matter anymore. 
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MUSIC COMPILATIONMUSIC COMPILATION 

PIANO SOPRANO 

Chance Stewart Abigail Wise

PIANO 
Paul Caram 

TRUMPET COMPOSER 
Kirk Morrison Ellis Pierce 
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CCononvversionersion 
Ash Carr 

The first time I crossed over, I was seven 
and the meadow cicadas screeched 
as if to call me back from manicured lawns 
and monoculture fields. I followed, 
soft footfalls over the wooden bridge. 

I felt my own god there, 
alive and walking barefoot, 
dirty fingernails and tangled hair. 

The snakeskin did not have to tell me 
“do not be afraid,” 
coiled in its nest, a little death 
of sweetness and decay. 

The tall grass did not have to tell me 
that to pick these buttercups 
and braid them through my hair 
would tie me to these lands. 
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And no one had to tell me 
that night around the campfire 
that what is good for the meadow 
is good. 

And what holds me here is not 
gravity, or obligation, or destiny. 
It’s the earth and water inside me 
being called back home. 
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HHospital Rospital Roomoom 
Abigail Eyler 

The lights dim as the sky darkens. 
The chairs are padded; they provide 
support, but I slouch with my phone in hand. 
My leg bobs up and down, heel touches the 
floor, then toe, then heel again quickly. 

Visitors enter and leave, tears roll down their noses, 
covering their mouths with salt. 
I drink a Pepsi, I’ve been here since five. 
I took a mid-term. I’m supposed to be with my 
friends, but this is not about me. 

There’s a little girl in the bed, faintly breathing 
and barely conscious. Say goodbye, she’s about to die. 
The words keep echoing from every person, 
the mother lays with her daughter waiting, 
the father goes from relative to relative. 
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“Thank you for being here,” he says. 
My only response is “You’re welcome.” 
I leave, only because I have friends to see. 
My mom picks me up, so my dad say goodbye. 
I get to my friend’s house. 

The Facebook updates no longer held any value, 
the birthday we shared is now only mine again. 
She should be ten in October, but I’ll 
only know her as nine. Heel touches the floor, 
then toe, then heel again. 
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WWhat it All Chat it All Comes Domes Doown Twn Too 
Mairead Stewart 

Do you really believe in my future, 
or are you just overwhelmed by all the resources that were used on me. 
Cause you can put a million bricks into a building, 
and it could still crumble at your feet. 

and I can’t break down because the traumatizing goes both ways 
just trying to heal from the mess that we can’t tell who made 
there is love in this house but it just keeps losing to blame 
don’t know who needs saving the most, don’t know where to aim 

You tell me all the pain I caused is worth it as I’ve turned my life around, 
yet you’re drinking again to put your mind at ease. 
Perhaps the origin to all of our pain is really at the bottom of that bottle 
and it will be accepted that I’m the disease. 

These words made more sense in my head, 
maybe I should go take my meds. 
You see the bees are getting quite loud, 
but perhaps when i do finally silence the thoughts 
I’ll realize that the safety of my brain only came from their crowd 
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I fear the changes I’ve made are only temporary, 
and my downfall is still on its way. 
For at my core I am my flaws, 
and they seem to be the only things here to stay. 

Pardon me for letting my vision get bleak. 
Sadly I know what my family’s mental history has in store. 
Sooner or later I won’t be able to shake it. 
Utterly trapped in my mind, a waste of any critiques. 
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PPassing the Flameassing the Flame 
Jacob Stebleton 

You need not cry for moments you’ve forgot 
Or long-lost loves from tranquil days of yore— 
But live within each moment as you ought 

You need not grieve, for solace lies in store: 
For all surrendered to the temporal seas 
Another wave will beat upon the shore 

You need not fear—your heart can be at ease 
For when you feel abandoned and alone 
You’ll hear my voice upon the gentle breeze 

My darling, do you doubt the seeds I’ve sown? 
The song I planted deep within your soul 
Will be the symphony that you intone 

And yet we knew my final bell would toll— 
That I would fade, that soon I would be gone 
I leave to you these words—let them console: 
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Each darkness leaves behind the rising dawn 
So do not mourn the world that never was— 
For you can write the stars you wish upon 

This world is in your weathered hands because 
As time moves on—so, too, will all your pain 
And peace will come to pass, as oft it does 

Yes, I will be your shelter from the rain— 
The storm will pass, and calm will come to be 
The sun will shine upon your face again 

I write these solemn words so you may see 
That, though my beating heart begins to cease— 
I love you still—this is my eulogy: 

That from your sorrows may you find release 
As I have found my solace, find your peace 
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HHoow Low Lovvely the Fely the Fadingading 
Marley Ramon 

There’s something beautiful to be said about the finite qualities in all of our work 
Your words will only last as long as it takes to hear them 
your poetry only until the paper crumbles 
Nothing lasts forever 
all great things are just here and now and soft words spoken between friends 

I’m trying like a mad man to make you feel something that lasts 
but even if I truly resonate 
that only lasts as long as you 
And humans are as fallible and mortal as the paper we write on 

There’s something to be said about creating in defiance of our count down clocks 
Dancing until you grind your joints and carve down ligature 
Speaking until your throat is hoarse 
Drawing on arms and napkins and walls 
Chalk on sidewalks 
faces in our foods 
puppets in our shadows 

It all comes down eventually and it’s better because of it 
High tides and sandcastles 
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Nothing really lasts forever, but it’s here today and so are we 
and here I stand despite the pressure 

Do you feel it? 
Can you hear your body craving rest? 
But you push and you move and you make and you share 
It’s in telling jokes you had to be there for 
and lofting children to your shoulders, for a view they’ll never quite get again 
It’s in creating despite the inevitable 
and in refusing to cease 

There’s something to be said about the tenacity of humankind 
and it’s something I can only say once 
between you and I 
between two friends 
between two people here despite the pressure 
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Technology Through TimeTechnology Through Time 
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Allison Lineman 
Drawing Diptych 
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CandleCandle 
Sarah Beck 

One light, 
dark life, 
wavering, 
causing strife. 
The flickering hope, 
tearing fear, 
ripping all life from anything near. 
Silhouettes dance, 
stomping in my fear-filled head. 
All the things I have said. 
Barbed fences, 
whispers low, 
the raging fear, 
from all the shadows. 
One wind, 
they all pout. 
Flickering done, 
everything out. 
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